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Abstract 
By knowing software coupling, developers can get better view of the software quality and improve their productivity 
in development and maintenance. This paper presents a method to visualize coupling network that are often very 
complex, using heuristic approach based on particle swarming optimization. Each node is placed randomly and 
assigned with initial speed. Node that are coupled together will be attracted each other and trying to get closer until 
they reach a particular distance. This distance is determined from the coupling value of two nodes. A closely related 
nodes will move closer until reaching a short distance. On each iteration, node position is dynamically updated based 
on attraction and repulsive force around them. Thus, gradually forming a near best solution of logical coupling graph. 
The coupling values are measured by mining the association rule from changes history. A software development 
project sometimes can be very active, updates happen within minutes. Sometimes it becomes slow with weekly or 
even monthly updates. Time-based weighted analysis method was used to accommodate these time sensitive 
situations. A co-change in a short duration will be weighted more than co-changes that happen in longer duration. 
© 2015 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of the scientific 
committee of The Third Information Systems International Conference (ISICO 2015) 
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1. Introduction 
Mining software repositories to predict future trends of development has been used in software 
evolution research [1]. Several types of development activities and patterns are extracted, such as growth 
measures, relationships between classes, number of authors working on a particular piece of code, etc. 
These features can be used to create prediction models for future refactoring activities [2]. Software 
repositories also contain a wealth of useful information that could be easily mined and integrated with 
several software development practices in order to assist developers and managers [3].  Practitioners and 
researchers are acknowledging the benefits of mining software repositories, especially where domain 
© 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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knowledge and reliable documentation are not available or reliable [4]. Some of the benefits are to support 
the maintenance of software system, improve design and reuse, predict and guide future changes (eg. bug, 
security, bad design). 
Proper and simple visualization technique has been proven to help researchers identify the most 
valuable and problematic parts of software system [5]. Several researches have been done to adapt 
visualization techniques for logical coupling information. While giving as much details as possible, it’s 
also important to maintain the information in several abstract layers for different purpose. Evolution radar 
represents a visualization-based approach, which integrates both file-level and module-level [6][7]. 
Evolution of software complexity has been visualized using dependency graph/map for both logical 
coupling and module coupling [8]. This paper proposed a visualization using graph network.  
2. Logical Coupling 
Logical coupling reveals implicit dependencies between program entities, by measuring how often they 
changed together during development. If the same user within a specified time constraint modifies two 
entities then those two entities are being changed together [9]. Thus, both entities are in one co-changes 
session. Co-change session is not limited to two entities but might involve much more than that. 
This information is helpful during program comprehension in general, as a software developer can 
quickly get an impression of the dependencies between software entities. Logical coupling has been used 
for change prediction [10][11]. A software development tools can provide a warning that if you modify 
this entity, you will probably also have to change these other entities later. 
Investigating change couplings can help detecting hot spots in the design of a software system [12], 
and improve the efficiency of software development. A cluster of software artifacts that are frequently 
changed together should be grouped as one subsystem, especially to reduce the cost of change [13]. 
Unmanaged coupling within a software project is a good indicator of potential productivity bottlenecks. It 
will slow developers due to the inability of each developer to work in isolation [14]. Logical coupling has 
also been used to aid the process of reverse engineering of legacy or existing system [15]. 
A finer-grained description of the evolution of a system provides a more accurate measure of logical 
coupling. Source code management logical coupling is imprecise because the finest resolution is the file 
commits transaction. All files in a session have their coupling increased by the same amount, regardless of 
what and how much they changed [16]. Further analysis should be performed to differentiate between 
several types of changes and assess their significance, so that less relevant couplings can be filtered out 
[17]. Logical coupling can also be improved by using information gathered at development time instead of 
digging the change history [18][19][20].  
Several mining approach has been developed to measure co-change. Zimmerman et al. [11], similar to 
the work of Ying [10] used co-change history and association rule algorithm to predict change coupling. 
Knab and Pinzger [21] applied a decision tree-based algorithm to predict defect densities in source code 
files. Some researches shows the importance Bayesian network to predict change propagation [22], and 
predict change coupling [23]. Hassan et al. [24] introduced several heuristics to be used to predict change 
propagation by suggesting entities that could possibly co-change. Gall and Jazayeri [12] applied relation 
analysis technique to detect similar change patterns in different parts of systems (a.k.a., logical couplings). 
3. Defining Changes Set 
The logical coupling value or distance between source code entities can be calculated using several 
methods [16]. Ma is notation for changes happening in entity a, during session S, with )( SMaSa  . 
Change coupling between two entities is aggregated from several sessions, which happen over a period of 
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changes history. Coupling value between two entities (a and b) during a period of changes history (hist) 
which contain several changes session (S) is measured using function C(a,b,hist). 
¦
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Logical Coupling (LC). Gall et al introduce logical coupling. Two entities are considered related if 
they ever changed during the same session. Five co-change occurrences are often used as a threshold 
value to qualify entity as logically coupled.  
Change-based Coupling (CC). Two entities are related if they are commonly committed together, i.e., 
at the same time, by the same author, and with the same modification description. CC is similar to LC, 
with addition that the number of co-change occurrences is being counted as measure value. 
Interaction Coupling (IC). Zou et al. [25] introduces this type of coupling. Each time an entity 
changes, it becomes the entity in focus. The coupling between A and B is equal to the number of times the 
focus switched from A to B or from B to A. It is then rounded between zero and one, based on whether 
the number of context switches is more or less than the average of context switches. 
Time-based Coupling (TC). Two entities that changed simultaneously have stronger relationship 
compared to one that changed at the beginning of the session and the other at the end. The coupling value 
linearly decreases with the average delay between changes. The coupling has strongest value of 1 if all 
changes happened simultaneously to zero if they happened one hour apart or more.  
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Time-based Weighted Coupling (TWC). Two entity have strongest change coupling value if both of 
the changed together simultaneously, and less change coupling value if the duration of change are longer. 
A time-based function is being used to determine the value of two entities in one co-change session. The 
function gives more value to co-changes that happen in short duration and less value to co-changes that 
happen on longer duration. Unlike TC, the coupling value is not linear. TWC defines weight using Bezier 
curve with four-control point. Based on the assumption that entities which frequently co-changed together 
are logically more related, this method provides a more flexible control and more accurate calculation. 
From now on, the time-based weighted coupling might also be mentioned as TWC. 
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4. Measuring the Distance of Logical Coupling using Time-based Weighted Coupling  
Within one session, the range of coupling value falls between 0 and 1. Two entities that changed at the 
same time have the strongest coupling value of 1. Those that changed within the duration of maximum 
threshold, one entity changed at the beginning of session and the other at the end, have the lowest value of 
0. A developer changes file A, five minutes later he/she changes file B. This situation is defined as a co-
change that committed within duration (∆t) of 5 minutes. Keep in mind that co-changes in 5 minutes 
duration are not two times worth than those in 10 minutes. Two changes, which made in 23 hours interval 
might almost equal with those that changed in 24 hours duration. 
4.1. Time-based weight function using Bezier Curve 
This paper proposed the use of time-based weight function to measure logical coupling between 
modules. TWC distributes the weights as flexible curve, using quadratic Bezier curve . A quadratic Bézier 
curve is the path traced by the function B(t), given points P0, P1, and P2, 
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TWC curve function gives more control and flexibility when determining the value of change coupling. 
There are four-control point P0, P1, P2, and P3. X-Axis represents duration of change (∆t) and Y-Axis 
represents the value of weight. P0 and P3 are fixed, with consequently placed on (0, 1) and (MAX(∆t), 0). 
P1 and P2 can be placed anywhere in (0..MAX(∆t), 0..1), to tweak the distribution of weight. 
The values of weight are generated using Bezier algorithm and stored in hash table. Hash table are 
generated real-time and stored in memory, thus improve the performance significantly. To cut the memory 
usage, hash key is rounded. WEIGHT_MATRIX_DELTA_T was defined as rounded steps of duration (∆t) 
which iterated from 0 to MAX(∆t).  
4.2. TWC sessions 
TWC session is defined as a set of changes which being made by a developer within a duration of time 
between 0 (simultaneous change) and the specified maximum threshold MAX(∆t). Co-changes session is 
a set of items within a session. For example, there is a set of source code entities {A, B, C, D, E, F}, with 
item B2 as the current subject. Every dot symbolizes an event where items are modified and committed.  
 
Fig. 1. Example of TWC session 
Item A and E which changed together is getting the full weight value 1. Item D has less weight because 
it the changes happen in longer duration. Item C is outside the weight threshold and given the value of 0, 
means that Item C is not included in this session. In figure 1, the TWC weight function gives these results: 
F(B2, A2) = 1, F(B2, D2) = 0.5, and F(B2, E3) = 0. These results determine the distance between two 
modules. Thus, from now on, this function (figure 2) will be referred as TWC distance function. 
 
Function F(x, y) 
 duration = abs(x - y) / WEIGHT_MATRIX_DELTA_T 
 return WEIGHT_MATRIX[duration] 
Fig. 2. Pseudo code of TWC distance function 
5. GRAPH VISUALIZATION USING PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION 
TWC network graph is a network of entities (files within software repository), which logically related 
and the distances between each entity are calculated using TWC. Each entity is represented as graph node, 
and the relation between entities are represented as edges. The focused entity (a) is placed in the center of 
the graph with other related entities on its surrounding. This process to build TWC network graph contains 
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several steps. First, TWC analysis is performed to entity a to find other entities related to a. On the second 
step, all entities that are less related (below distance threshold) with a are removed from every session. 
The results are combined and summarized as one graph.TWC analysis process starts from the first 
occurrence of focused entity on the changes history. Then move to the next and so on, the same 
calculation is performed for all occurrences. An occurrence of focused entity (a) that modified on specific 
time (Ta) is defined as one session (s). For all entities which changed between time interval Ta - MAX(∆t) 
and Ta + MAX(∆t), their TWC distance with a are calculated and summarized. 
5.1. Graph Node Data Structure 
Each node also stores information about graph data, 3D geometry data and visual data. Graph node 
normally only contains position while the data about node relation are being stored as edges. To optimize 
the speed, edges information was stored inside the node. The drawback of this method is that it uses extra 
resources, while dramatically improves the performance. Without edges, now node must redundantly store 
a list of references to neighboring nodes and their distance. 
Node is defined as 3D objects that placed on 3D plane. It can move freely to any direction, yet there are 
several constrains which limit its movement. Node stores important geometry data, such as its position, 
orientation, speed, distance of field of view, size, etc. Nodes also contain visual data, e.g. color, and 
material. 
5.2. Constructing Graph Network using Particle Swarm Optimization 
As initial seed, each node is placed randomly and given initial speed. Nodes that logically coupled will 
be attracted each other and trying to get closer until they reach a particular distance. These distances 
represent the value of TWC distance, closely coupled nodes has shorter distance than those less coupled. 
Unrelated nodes repel each other using the same repulsive force when they’re inside the field of view. The 
calculation is going in finite iteration. Nodes positions are updated to gradually form better solution of 
logical coupling graph until convergence is achieved. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Iteration steps to generate TWC graph 
The figure 3 illustrates how final solution is gradually achieved from random initial solution. The first 
node represents focused entity. It is the only node that doesn’t move and it’s placed on the center of the 
screen. The other two nodes, as seen with thick lines connected together, means that all three nodes are 
closely related. In the initial population, those three nodes are placed relatively far from each other. After 
several iteration (b), the node are started to come closer together. Finally on iteration (e), the distance 
between each node represents the actual distance between them. The iteration continues, and reaches the 
final solution at. 
(a) (b) (c) 
2 
3 
1 
(d) (e) 
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There are three rules. The first rule is, if nodes are coupled then they are attracted each other. Second, 
nodes repel each other if nodes are too close. Third, if nodes that not related are too close then they also 
repel each other. 
6. Case Study 
GNOME project repository [26] was used to test and verify the method. One of the file is randomly 
selected as center of the analysis. The file is “/trunk/src/gtkhtml.c” which resides in “gtkhtml” module. 
There are several outliers that broke the dependency graph because they have been changed too often. 
Such files are always being changed when any other files in the project are changed. Those files are 
NEWS, ChangeLog, and several less significant files. Those outlier files are excluded from the 
experiment. 
Partial list of files that are coupled to “/src/gtkhtml.c” are represented in table 1. This file is strongly 
coupled with “/src/htmlengine.c”. It is interesting to see that a file in other module (evolution) took second 
and third places. After looking at the structural design of GNOME project, we learn that gtkhtml is a 
library, which used by the evolution project. So, even though we know nothing about the GNOME 
project, by seeing the TWC we could immediately learn how the software is designed. 
Table 1. TWC between files in GNOME Project 
Module 1 Filename 1 Module 2 Filename 2 Logical Coupling 
Value Freq 
gtkhtml  /src/gtkhtml.c  gtkhtml  /src/htmlengine.c  22.94408 23 
gtkhtml  /src/gtkhtml.c  evolution  /calendar/gui/e-day-view.c  5.999759 6 
gtkhtml  /src/gtkhtml.c  evolution  /mail/em-folder-view.c  5.203086 6 
gtkhtml  /components/html-editor/ 
GNOME_GtkHTML_Editor-
emacs.xml.in 
gtkhtml  /components/html-editor/ 
GNOME_GtkHTML_Editor.xml.in 
10.35205 12 
gtkhtml  /components/html-editor/ 
editor-control-factory.c 
gtkhtml  /components/html-editor/ 
menubar.c  
7.999995 8 
 
The file in focus, “/src/gtkhtml.c”, resides inside a module named “gtkhtml”. The change coupling 
between modules related to gtkhtml had also measured and shown on the table 2. From this result, gtkhtml 
module is very closely coupled with evolution module and loosely coupled with gedit module. Several 
neighboring modules are also presented in the list. Higher bird-view helps new developer see the 
surrounding modules for the one he/she currently working. It also helps software analyst to plan the future 
updates and fix bad design. 
Table 2. TWC between modules in GNOME Project 
Module 1 Module 2 Logical Coupling 
Value Freq 
gtkhtml  evolution  315327.2657 315916 
evolution  evolution-data-server  92999.62919 95504 
gtkhtml  evolution-data-server  2984.426563 3118 
 
As shown in figure 4, focused entity (file named “/trunk/src/gtkhtml.c”) is visualized along with all 
related / coupled entities on its surrounding. The big circle on the middle symbolized the focused entity, in 
this case is “gtkhtml” module. Several smaller circles in the surrounding are modules related to “gtkhtml”. 
Dark lines between two entities tell that both entities are closely coupled. The line gets lighter as the 
coupling is getting loose.  
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Fig. 4. TWC Graph Focused on a file Named “/trunk/src/gtkhtml.c” 
7. Discussion 
Two entities are related if they are frequently co-changed. Change couplings are measured from the 
change history stored in source code repository. Entities that have been co-changed many times during a 
session are more coupled than those which rarely changed together. Not all co-changes are equal, co-
changes that happen in very short duration are far more important than those in longer interval. Change 
coupling value should not be defined as linear function, which distributed equally where the value is 
constantly lowering as the duration gets longer. This paper uses time-based weighted function to measure 
the value of change coupling. The weight is distributed as curve and defined using Bezier algorithm, and 
mapped in hash table to improve the performance. With TWC, change-coupling measurement has more 
control and flexibility. 
Outliers might be interesting objects that should automatically be detected and represented separately. 
This issue is a good candidate for future works, because outliers can also play important roles and should 
not be removed from the process. 
Heuristic visualization method using particle swarm optimization gives an approximate view of change 
coupling between entities. Using limited resource, computing power and time, this method composes the 
near best graph and visualized it. Focused entity shown in the middle as a big sphere. The related entities 
are shown on its surrounding as smaller sphere. Lines with different thickness represent the coupling 
distance between each entity. 
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